
We stand ready to 
support your safety

ACTIVE SHOOTER SURVIVAL TRAINING

STRENGTH THROUGH INTEGRITY

S.E.E.R. SCHOOL
The Department of Homeland Security promotes a “Run Hide Fight” response to an Active 
Shooter, however, that only scratches the surface of survival. Vertus’ SEER training teaches 

tactical concepts of survival and incorporates them  into live training exercises to
prepare you both mentally and physically to “Be A Survivor”! 

 Most importantly, are you mentally prepared to do so?

SURVIVE
The Survive part of the SEER Training is a huge part of the program. By using concepts common 
to the Israeli Commando’s plus five negative five Mind Set, students learn to develop and 
maintain the mentality of “I am going to win, right here, right now, I will not be a statistic.” 
Vertus’ “Mind Set” training overlaps into all of the concepts of SEER.

ESCAPE
Running away in itself may fall short should you find yourself in an Active Shooter situation. 
Learning how to escape and how to run “Tactically” can increase your chances of survival.. What 
can you do to cover your movements? Have you made a functional plan for escape? Vertus can 
help you build on these concepts.

EVADE
How do you evade the attacker and avoid exposure to sight picture? Learn what the difference is 
between Cover and Concealment.

RESIST
When all else fails, RESIST!  You are never helpless!  Vertus can make you tactically savvy by 
teaching you how to make improvised weapons from common objects around you. Learn what 
types of commonplace articles you can add to your surroundings that may one day save your life.

Vertus is the missing link in 

school site security. I had a 

wonderful experience with 

their training and their 

assessment fostered 

invaluable improvements in 

our security detail.

Melissa Prado Aguilar, 
President and Consultant

Phoenix Educational Support 
Services, LLC 

www.VERTUS.services        800-795-6440

RUN TACTICALLY   
HIDE EFFECTIVELY
FIGHT VIOLENTLY

For Corporate and Campus Environments

DO YOU KNOW HOW TO 

BE PREPARED TAKE CHARGE SURVIVE

Begin the process today, let us teach you the knowledge to help save your life and others.

Vertus is an Internationally recognized provider of Military and Law Enforcement training, known for developing and implementing 
the Congressionally Mandated Active Shooter Training for the US Army after the 2009 Ft. Hood Incident.


